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Monday, June 24th, 2019
2:15 PM-Kansas City, Missouri
Kansas City Convention Center-Building B, Ground Floor, Room 2207
Meeting Minutes
1. Meeting called to order at 2:15 PM.
2. A quorum of SPC members was not present but no actions were required and therefore
no actions requiring a vote was planned.
3. The meeting was combined with the T.C. 6.9 Standards Subcommittee Meeting.
4. Attendance was recorded as follows:
a. Ken Fulk - SPC 150 Chair; Voting Member
b. John Nix - SPC 150 Voting Member
c. Rich Swierczyna- SPLS (Liaison)
5. Standard 150 was approved and published and is now available in the ASHRAE
Bookstore (at this meeting). With the standard completed it is not expected to put this
standard on continuous maintenance. The intent is to disband the SPC for four (4) years
after which the SPC would be reconstituted for either revision or reaffirmation. Ken
thanked the members of the SPC for their time and effort in making this updated standard
a reality.
6. It was discussed that with Standard 150 published a Guideline 150, based on SPC 150
would be developed. A draft Title, Purpose, Scope (TPS) was developed for this
proposed Guideline by Ken and distributed to a few members of T.C. 6.9 and to
ASHRAE staff for review and comment. Two minor comments were made which added
“IDEA” as an organization who would be interested in this Guideline and a minor change
to the title, both of which were made.
7. The summary form used for the TPS submission also includes possible membership for
the Guideline which was plugged in for now and which needs validated. The intent is to
seek out volunteers at the full T.C. 6.9 Meeting, to confirm whether those plugged in on

the proposal form are willing to serve, and then to establish the membership that
maintains the required balance that ASHRAE mandates.
8. Mr. Rich Swierczyna, the SPCL for SPC 150, attended the SPC 150 portion of the
meeting. He congratulated the SPC on being published. He suggested that if there was no
further work to do on the SPC that it should be disbanded. He has reviewed our proposed
Guideline documentation and indicated that it all looked good except that the plugged in
membership names currently lack balance.
9. No guests were present; although several T.C. 6.9 Standards Subcommittee members
were present.
10.There were no other comments and no new business was raised.
11.The meeting was adjourned at 2:40 PM.
Minutes recorded by:
Kenneth M. Fulk, P.E.
SPC 150 Chair

